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Chapter 1

Introduction

The physical picture of nature is one of the deepest questions in human knowl-

edge. Many pieces of this puzzle have been found, clarified and combined in

the course of the last century. The nature of the fundamental interactions and

their role in the whole picture is one of the main discoveries along this process.

The Standard Model (SM) [Gai99] gives a consistent description for three of four

known fundamental interactions, namely the Electromagnetic and the Weak and

Strong forces. The understanding of Gravity is at this point insufficient to be in-

corporated into a framework unified. General Relativity and Quantum mechanics

may eventually be combined in String Theories [Sch99]. This could result ulti-

mately in a quantum theory of gravity. It is too early to make any prediction on

the success probability of this development. Major efforts in fundamental physi-

cal theory are directed towards arriving at one single uniform framework for all

known forces.

Despite the successes of the SM to describe all observations concerning ele-

mentary particles and fundamental interactions, there remain some crucial ex-

planations missing in this picture. Many questions concerning a deeper under-

standing of observed facts remain unanswered. Those include the masses of the

fundamental particles, the number of such particles and the structure of the weak

interactions. Many different models have been suggested to extend the SM in or-

der to explain the yet not well understood facts. The relevance of these models

needs to be tested in experiments. Until confirmed by experimental findings these

theoretical approaches have no status in physics yet.
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2 Introduction

1.1 The Standard Model

The Standard Model was developed during the last 50 years while exciting discov-

eries of new elementary particles occurred, in particular of those bosons which

mediate the fundamental interactions. Many novel experiments and measure-

ments were performed in this period to discover and to prove the properties of

particles and interactions. Starting from Fermi’s model for nuclear β-decay, a

universal interaction model for the weak and the strong interactions was devel-

oped. This theory introduces spin 1 interaction bosons which mediate forces. The

strength and the range of an interaction are regulated by coupling constants and

the masses of these bosons. The elementary particles fall into two groups of spin

1/2 fermions: leptons and quarks. Leptons and quarks can be classified in pairs

which form three families on each side. The quarks form pairs [(u, d), (s, c), (b, t)]

where one particle has +2/3 electrical charge and the other has −1/3 electri-

cal charge. The leptons come in pairs [(e, νe), (µ, νµ), (τ, ντ )] of an electrically

charged particle and a neutral one. Unlike leptons, quarks cannot be observed as

free particles, only as combinations of them. Systems built of a quark-antiquark

pair are called mesons, such with 3 quarks are baryons. For baryon number a

global conservation is observed. Quarks are interacting with strong interactions

(SI), electromagnetic interaction (EI) and weak interactions (WI) while leptons

have no SI. The neutral leptons (neutrinos) only experience weak interactions.

Each quark carries a quantum number called flavor. The flavor quantum number

is conserved in EI and SI while it can be broken in WI.

The Standard Model is a collection of what we know about elementary parti-

cles and interactions that is put together consistently and fitted on empirical data

from measurements. Therefore it is not only giving a description for all observed

phenomena, but also it has predicted many new processes successfully.

The WI in the SM are mediated by the bosons W+, W− and Z0. W± bosons

are coupling quarks and leptons causing change in their flavor and their elec-

tric charge. In hadronic WI two quarks are coupled. Since they can be from

different families (e.g. in the decay of the Λ baryon), the hadronic WI is the

main cause of flavor mixing for quarks. In leptonic WI (muon decay) leptons are

coupled. In semi-leptonic WI (nuclear β-decay) one quark is coupled to a pair

of leptons. Since the Z0 boson is neutral, it couples leptons as well as quarks

without change of their flavors or charge. In this case, elastic scattering of neutri-

nos from electrons is a famous example of neutral weak interactions. In the SM,

W± and Z0 bosons are interacting with left-handed particles and right-handed
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antiparticles. Mixing of quarks was introduced through the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa (CKM) mechanism to explain the difference in strength of leptonic,

semi-leptonic and hadronic interactions. The mixing is described by the CKM

matrix [Cab63, Kob73].

The charged weak interactions can be formulated as current-current interac-

tion with a so-called V−A structure (vector (V) and axial vector (A) current).

This means that only vector and axial vector currents exist either alone or com-

bined with opposite sign. The SM dose not foresee all other types of possible

Lorentz covariant interactions like scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P) and tensor (T)

currents. It also excludes all right-handed particles and left-handed antiparti-

cles from the weak interactions. Moreover, neutrinos are considered massless

and left-handed, without right-handed counterpart. The parity symmetry (P)

and the charge conjugation symmetry (C ) are fully violated in those interactions

while the time-reversal symmetry (T ) holds. This picture is based on many rev-

olutionary experiments investigating nuclear β-decay properties. Later, when a

violation of the constituted CP symmetry was found in the neutral K meson

system, the CKM matrix formalism needed to be expanded by a single complex

phase parameter to accommodate the CP violation seen in experiments [Kob73].

Along with these developments, cosmological models were trying to explain

the established fact of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe using sym-

metry breaking introduced in the SM. A famous model of Sakharov could explain

the asymmetry with the early universe in a state of thermal non-equilibrium and

where baryon number and C and CP symmetries are broken. It has been shown

that CP symmetry violation foreseen in the SM is insufficient to explain the ob-

served asymmetry between matter and antimatter. Therefore looking for other

sources of CP violation which are not included or predicted by the SM offer

new possibilities to find mechanisms that could satisfy the needs of cosmological

models. With the assumption of an unbroken combined CPT symmetry, CP vi-

olation is equivalent to T violation. Searches for T -violation in nuclear β-decay

offer therefore one possibility, the searches for permanent electric dipole moments

(EDMs) in particles, nuclei, atoms and molecules another one, because an EDM

would violate P and T symmetry [Ber91].

The neutrino part of the SM is already subject to a moderate and straight-

forward modification. The discovery of neutrino flavor oscillation supports the

hypothesis of massive neutrinos. A flavor mixing matrix for neutrinos has been

introduced by Ponteco-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) [Mak62, Gon03]. It has

CP violating parameters in it. The elements of the corresponding mixing matrix
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are by now not that well known as in the case of the quark mixing matrix (CKM

matrix). Moreover still no absolute mass could be measured for any of the known

neutrinos. Many experiments are still improving the neutrino flavor oscillation

information and are trying to measure an absolute neutrino mass [Abe08, Gal05,

Gav03, Pan04, Man07, Sue06, Ahn06, Fog07, Dre05].

A conclusion about the nature of the neutrinos requires an answer to the

question whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles. If neutrinos are

Dirac particles, like other fermions, they exist in four states of left-handed and

right-handed particles and antiparticles. In the SM right-handed neutrinos and

left-handed antineutrinos are not interacting. The Majorana picture considers

the particle and the antiparticle to be identical for neutrinos. Therefore only two

states of right-handed and left-handed neutrinos exist. If the neutrinos have no

masses, there is no way to distinguish between a Dirac and a Majorana neutrino.

However, if they have mass then the Majorana neutrino can mediate neutrino-less

double β-decay, which is impossible for massive Dirac neutrinos. Several research

groups all around the world are looking for the total lepton number violating

neutrino-less double β-decay in order to find a proof of the Majorana nature of

neutrinos. Alternatively these experiments can put limits on the neutrino masses,

if the neutrino-less double β-decay is not observed.

Combining the WI in the neutral sector with the EI was the first complete

modern joint model for fundamental interactions. Still, the whole model was

based on massless particles. Although a mechanism to add mass to particles

is proposed, the Higgs boson(s) needed for this process has(have) not yet been

found. Knowing that neutrinos also get their mass through the Higgs mechanism

adds to the importance of understanding the origin of mass in the SM.

The main controversial parts of the SM, i.e., the symmetry violations and

the Higgs particles, are being investigated in a wide spectrum of experiments

from TeV energies to neV. While there are a few high energy facilities available,

many low energy precision measurements are enlightening different parts of the

SM exploiting various techniques in atomic and nuclear physics. Such low energy

approaches are fully complementary to the results of high energy physics.

1.2 β-decay and Precision Measurements

Measurements of the properties of weak interactions in nuclear β-decay and elec-

tron capture have played an important role in the process of establishing the
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standard theory of particle physics and in searches for extensions to it. The first

very successful example is the discovery of parity violation in the β-decay of po-

larized 60Co nuclei [Wu57]. A very recent example is the report of an observation

of time modulation in the electron capture in 140Pr59+ and 142Pm60+ [Lit08],

which is claimed to resemble neutrino oscillations.

Generally, in order to study the WI properties in β-decay, one can connect the

fundamental requirements of the WI to the energy and momentum distributions

of the decay particles and their angular correlations. Therefore experimental

observables are connected to the fundamental facts, translating the precision of

the measurement into accuracy of the measured physical parameters.

Precision measurements on the β-decay were started with cooled ionic or

atomic beams. Innovations in the techniques of ion trapping and atomic trap-

ping [Phi98, Lu94] pushed the limit of precision by orders of magnitude. The

temperature of β-emitters employed in the experiments changed from eV in a

cooled atomic beam to µeV using atomic traps. Therefore β-emitters are well

localized in modern experiments and their movement as well as artefacts of their

localizing potential do not disturb the measurements of parameters of the decay

products.

Today, many different trapping techniques have been developed for a wide

range of applications including studies of the β-decays. While ion traps can be

used for all charged states of all isotopes, atomic traps, due to technical limitations

arising from particular atomic level structure, could be realized for some of the

chemical elements only up to now. These elements include in particular alkali,

light alkaline earth and noble gas elements [Met99].

There are many standard techniques and equipment in order to approach

limits of the precision measurements. Position sensitive detectors and time of

flight measurements in combination with atom and ion traps are used in many

actual experiments. The development of such a detection system as a β-decay

microscope is explained in this work.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis

This work is concerned with the setup of a precision experiment for determining

correlations in nuclear β-decays of 21Na. In particular the β-neutrino correlation

shall be measured with unprecedented accuracy. To that extent a sample of

radioactive 21Na will be produced at the TRIµP (Trapped Radioactive Isotopes:
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µicrolaboratories for fundamental Physics) research project at the Kernfysisch

Versneller Instituut(KVI) in Groningen, The Netherlands. The atoms will be

optically trapped in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), where the trapping potential

is shallow. The β-particle from the nuclear decay will be detected and energy

analyzed. Because the neutrino cannot easily be detected, the recoiling daughter

nucleus will be recorded instead and the neutrino’s kinematic parameters will be

reconstructed. In the framework of this thesis a setup for such an experiment

has been constructed based on a theoretical analysis of the requirements for the

measurement. The parameters of the experiment were determined in several test

measurements.

• We start from a description of nuclear β-decay and its prospects concerning

a possible identification of new physics in the context of the scientific goals

of the TRIµP facility, where discrete symmetry violations stand central.

We have worked out the kinematic variables and modelled the sensitivity

of an experiment to β-neutrino correlations.

• We describe magneto-optical trapping of sodium. In particular we have

compiled the necessary parameters for optical trapping of all known Na

isotopes including their hyperfine structure and isotope shift parameters.

• We give an overview of the TRIµP facility, which has been set up in recent

years. In particular we emphasize the new developments in the framework of

this thesis, which concern a better understanding of efficient stopping of an

energetic beam in a thermal ionizing device, the structure of the extracted

low energy ion beam, its transport including a pulsed drift tube as well as

the neutralization of a sodium beam and its collection in a magneto-optical

trap (collector MOT).

• For the precision β-decay measurements a separate ultra high vacuum

(UHV) chamber was set up. A reaction microscope for the recoiling ions

after β-decay was developed and tested. For the β-particles a position

sensitive plastic scintillation detector was designed and constructed. This

particular part required a solution for technological challenges such as the

construction of a thin foil window to separate the plastic material from

UHV. In particular the influence of the mechanical parameters and the

magnetic field on the β-neutrino correlations was studied.
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• In a concluding chapter we summarize the status of the individual compo-

nents of the experiment and estimate the sensitivity of the experiment to

searches for new physics.

• Details of the calculations concerning the kinematics of nuclear β-decays

and details of the thin foil window development are given in an appendix.

This work has shown that at TRIµP a sensitive measurement of β-neutrino

correlations is possible with unprecedented accuracy. It will be important that

sufficient time is allocated for systematic studies. In particular, the developed

setup can be expected also to satisfy the needs of experiments searching for T

violation in nuclear β-decays. Further, the setup can be used for other β-decays

than in 21Na; except for the isotope production only the laser frequencies must be

changed accordingly. With this, we have developed a versatile precision β-decay

measurement apparatus.
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